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1) Key Dates
CFP Opens for NANOG 60: October 28, 2013
CFP Deadline #1: Presentation Abstracts Due: December 9, 2013
CFP Deadline #2: Presentation Slides Due: January 6, 2014
NANOG Highlights Page Posted: December 20, 2013
CFP Topic List Posted: December 20, 2013
Meeting Agenda Published: January 13, 2014
Speaker FINAL presentations to PC Tool or speaker support: February 7, 2014
Lightning Talk Submissions Open (Abstracts Only): February 9, 2014

2) 60 Preparation - Existing Talks in PC Tool
There was general discussion in the placement of some of the accepted talks, what could go up against each other in tracks and tutorials. There was updates on specific talks.
4 – Decline
5 – Accept
6 – Accept
9 – Decline
12 – Defer to data center track
13 – Defer
14 – Defer
15 – Defer
16 – Accept
17 – Defer
18 – Defer
25 – Needs to be rated again
27 – Defer
28 – Accept
29 – Move to 47
30 – Defer
31 – Defer
40 – Waiting for Slides
41 – Defer
44 – Waiting for update from speaker
45 – Accept, waiting for quorum/objections
47 – Defer
48 - Accept, waiting for quorum/objections
49 - Accept, waiting for quorum/objections
50 - Accept, waiting for quorum/objections

Slide Due Dates – May need slide deadline earlier, and should be made clear that draft slides are due with the abstract.

4) Action Items
Next PC Meeting – January 15, 2014